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ABSTRACT

We use the hydrodynamic, cosmological EAGLE simulations to investigate how the hot gas
in haloes condenses to form and grow galaxies. We select haloes from the simulations that
are actively cooling and study the temperature, distribution and metallicity of their hot, cold
and transitioning ‘cooling’ gas, placing these in the context of semi-analytic models. Our
selection criteria lead us to focus on Milky Way-like haloes. We find that the hot-gas density
profiles of the haloes form a progressively stronger core over time, the nature of which can
be captured by a β profile that has a simple dependence on redshift. In contrast, the hot gas
that will cool over a time-step is broadly consistent with a singular isothermal sphere. We find
that cooling gas carries a few times the specific angular momentum of the halo and is offset in
spin direction from the rest of the hot gas. The gas loses ∼60 per cent of its specific angular
momentum during the cooling process, generally remaining greater than that of the halo, and
it precesses to become aligned with the cold gas already in the disc. We find tentative evidence
that angular-momentum losses are slightly larger when gas cools on to dispersion-supported
galaxies. We show that an exponential surface density profile for gas arriving on a disc remains
a reasonable approximation, but a cusp containing ∼20 per cent of the mass is always present,
and disc scale radii are larger than predicted by a vanilla Fall & Efstathiou model. These scale
radii are still closely correlated with the halo spin parameter, for which we suggest an updated
prescription for galaxy formation models.
Key words: ISM: evolution – ISM: structure – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation –
galaxies: haloes – intergalactic medium.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
Fundamentally, galaxies must form from the cooling and condensation of gas residing in overdense regions of the Universe (e.g.
White & Rees 1978). The manner in which the gas is accreted over
cosmic time is vital to the structure of a galaxy and how it evolves.
This is especially true for late-type galaxies, where discs hold the
majority of a galaxy’s baryonic mass, and when considering the
high-redshift Universe, prior to mergers dominating the growth of
the most massive galaxies.



E-mail: astevens@swin.edu.au

The semi-analytic approach of galaxy formation (White &
Frenk 1991; Kauffmann, White & Guiderdoni 1993; Cole
et al. 1994; Kauffmann et al. 1999; see reviews by Baugh 2006;
Somerville & Davé 2015) provides a framework that is consistent with the hierarchical assembly of overdense regions, known as
haloes. Here, the histories and properties of dark matter haloes
formed in a cosmological N-body simulation provide the input
for the coupled differential equations that describe the evolution
of galaxies. These computationally efficient models have proven
highly successful in their ability to reproduce the statistical properties of galaxies in the local Universe and are becoming progressively more successful in the early Universe (e.g. Gonzalez-Perez
et al. 2014; Henriques et al. 2015; Lacey et al. 2016).
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Many of the semi-analytic models in the literature (e.g. Cole
et al. 2000; Hatton et al. 2003; Croton et al. 2006, 2016; Lagos,
Cora & Padilla 2008; Somerville et al. 2008b; Guo et al. 2011;
Benson 2012) have been, in part, based on the disc formation scenario developed by Fall & Efstathiou (1980) and Mo, Mao & White
(1998). In these models, it is assumed that halo gas (the circumgalactic or intracluster medium) has a uniform temperature and
carries the same total specific angular momentum as the halo (variants have adopted a statistical take on spin direction – see Padilla
et al. 2014; Lagos et al. 2015a). Two regimes of gas accretion on
to galaxies are typically employed. For the ‘hot mode’, infalling
gas is first shock heated to the virial temperature, then must cool
to reach the galaxy. In the ‘cold mode’, the cooling time-scale is
small relative to the free-fall time-scale, and hence the former no
longer sets the time-scale for accretion (see White & Frenk 1991;
Birnboim & Dekel 2003; Kereš et al. 2005; Benson & Bower 2011).
When the gas condenses on to a disc, it is assumed to conserve its
specific angular momentum, and to settle with a surface density
that decreases exponentially with radius. Often rotation curves of
discs are approximated as completely flat. Variants also include
exponential cooling profiles as a function of specific angular momentum (Stevens, Croton & Mutch 2016). While these assumptions
all carry physical merit, like anything, they would ideally be subject
to independent testing.
With this study, we are motivated to investigate the basic assumptions of the aforementioned models with respect to the hot
mode of accretion. That is, how is hot gas distributed in haloes,
what is the nature and distribution of gas as it cools on to a galaxy
and does this gas conserve its specific angular momentum? These
are not only important science questions in and of themselves, but
answers to these have a direct impact on galaxy evolution model
development. To address these topics with modern observations
would be an unsurmountable challenge. In this sense, we cannot
truly test the model assumptions. We can, however, look to numerical experiments with more detailed physics for an insight, namely
hydrodynamic cosmological simulations. This allows us to see how
the widely adopted theoretical description of gas cooling on global
scales (Fall & Efstathiou 1980; White & Frenk 1991) compares
to predictions from modelling galaxy evolution physics on local
(kpc) scales. Hydrodynamic simulations also carry the advantage
that we can immediately relate any results regarding gas cooling to
the properties of dark matter haloes.
We use the EAGLE simulations (Evolution and Assembly of
GaLaxies and their Environments; Crain et al. 2015; Schaye
et al. 2015) to study the gas particles in haloes that cool from a
hot state down on to galaxies. We assess how these particles are
distributed in physical space and in terms of specific angular momentum both prior to and after cooling episodes. We compare this
against the overall hot and cold gas profiles in haloes, investigating
how the process of cooling leads to evolution in these structures.
We further determine whether the angular momentum of these particles is conserved as they cool, both on an individual basis and
as a collective system. EAGLE provides an ideal testbed to address these questions, as there is growing evidence the simulation
produces a realistic galaxy population in terms of mass (Furlong
et al. 2015), size (Furlong et al. 2017), specific angular momentum (Lagos et al. 2017) and gas content (Lagos et al. 2015b; Bahé
et al. 2016).
Recently, Guo et al. (2016) compared the galaxy populations of
two semi-analytic models, run on the dark-matter-only halo merger
trees of EAGLE, against the main hydrodynamic EAGLE simulation. Those authors found consistency in the evolution of the stellar
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mass function and the specific star formation rates of galaxies, but
noted clear differences when galaxies were broken into passive and
star-forming. However, their study did not address whether the physical description and approximations of galaxy evolution processes
in the semi-analytic models were supported by hydrodynamic simulations. Our study contributes by focusing on the physics of the
models, rather than testing whether the end results, i.e. the galaxy
properties, are in agreement with each other or observations.
While we address aspects of models of halo gas cooling in this
paper, our focus has intentionally not been placed on raw cooling
rates. Comparisons of cooling rates in hydrodynamic simulations
and semi-analytic models have already been the focus of papers in
the past (Lu et al. 2011; Monaco et al. 2014). A major challenge
for these types of studies is the complex interplay between cooling
and feedback, and the differing techniques for implementing this in
hydrodynamic simulations and semi-analytic models. For example,
a semi-analytic model must explicitly distinguish between feedback
that reheats cold gas and feedback that suppresses the cooling of hot
gas (see e.g. Croton et al. 2006), which might instead be implicit in
a hydrodynamic simulation. Furthermore, the knowledge that gas
has been reheated is typically not maintained in a semi-analytic
model, yet hydrodynamic simulations have shown that the same
gas particles can be reheated and cool on to the same galaxy many
times (Christensen et al. 2016; also see Oppenheimer et al. 2010;
Ford et al. 2014). This adds challenges related to time resolution for
extracting the true cooling rates of haloes from the snapshot data
of hydrodynamic simulations. As a result of all this, feedback has
been favourably omitted for the aforementioned comparison studies,
which hence assess idealized, rather than physical, cooling rates. In
light of these challenges, but with a different method of approach, we
compare semi-analytic-equivalent cooling rates of EAGLE haloes
using their full structural information from the simulations versus
the standard method of using their global properties. A complete
study of the physical cooling rates of EAGLE haloes is worthy of a
paper by itself, and thus we leave that for future work.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we provide details on the design of the EAGLE simulations and the data products
that we have used. We also specify the sample of galaxies within
the simulations that we study. In Section 3, we examine the state
of hot gas in haloes, comparing this to the particles that are about
to cool. In Section 4, we discuss the direction and magnitude, with
respect to the halo, of the specific angular momentum of gas as
it cools, and whether this is conserved. Once those particles have
cooled on to a disc, we study their distribution, and that of the disc
in full, in Section 5. The results of this paper are then summarized
in Section 6.
Throughout this paper, where relevant, we assume the cosmology
used in the EAGLE simulations (see Section 2). We also use the term
‘virial radius’ as the radius enclosing an average density 200 times
greater than the critical density of the Universe, i.e. Rvir = R200 ,
Mvir = M200 = M(<R200 ). We use capital R for three-dimensional
radial distances (R2 = x2 + y2 + z2 ) and lowercase r for twodimensional equivalents (r2 = x2 + y2 , where the z-direction is
always parallel to the relevant rotation axis).
2 T H E E AG L E S I M U L AT I O N S A N D DATA
2.1 Overview of the simulations
The EAGLE simulations are a suite of state-of-the-art hydrodynamic, cosmological simulations, first presented by Schaye et al.
(2015). They were run using a significantly modified version of
MNRAS 467, 2066–2084 (2017)
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GADGET3,

an N-body Tree-PM smoothed particle hydrodynamics
(SPH) code. Various modifications of GADGET have been developed by the community. The most recent official public release
was GADGET2 (Springel 2005). The simulations assumed a CDM
cosmology with parameters based on the 2013 Planck data release:
M = 0.307,  = 0.693, b = 0.048, h = 0.6777, σ 8 = 0.8288
and ns = 0.9611 (Planck Collaboration XVI 2014). The main ‘Reference’ simulation used a dark matter particle mass of 9.70 × 106 M ,
an initial gas particle mass of 1.81 × 106 M , and a Plummerequivalent gravitational softening scale of 2.66 comoving kpc for
z > 2.8 and 700 physical pc otherwise. The simulations implemented a modified version of SPH, dubbed ANARCHY (Dalla Vecchia, in preparation; but see appendix A of Schaye et al. 2015),
along with the time-step limiter of Durier & Dalla Vecchia (2012).
Schaller et al. (2015b) presented a comparison of the simulations
with the old SPH version, and found that the modifications were
important for active galactic nucleus (AGN) activity and star formation rates of large galaxies, but, by and large, did not have a big
impact on stellar masses and sizes.
The simulations include a set of sub-grid models that describe
physical processes below the resolution limit. These are described
in full in Schaye et al. (2015). Briefly, these include the following.
(i) Radiative cooling of gas particles is calculated by following 11 elements (Wiersma, Schaye & Smith 2009a), which are
assumed to be in ionization equilibrium. Gas is exposed to the cosmic microwave background, and after z = 11.5, a uniform ionizing
background is included (Haardt & Madau 2001). Self-shielding and
local stellar radiation are ignored.
(ii) Star formation is based on the local pressure of gas (Schaye
& Dalla Vecchia 2008) and is consistent with the Kennicutt–
Schmidt relation (Kennicutt 1998). This is triggered only above
a threshold local density, which has a metallicity-dependent value
(Schaye 2004). Star particles are each considered to be single stellar populations that follow the initial mass function of Chabrier
(2003) and the stellar evolution models described by Wiersma et al.
(2009b). Stellar feedback from supernovae is implemented with the
stochastic thermal model of Dalla Vecchia & Schaye (2012).
(iii) Black-hole particles of mass 105 h−1 M are seeded in
haloes once they reach a mass of 1010 h−1 M (Springel, Di Matteo
& Hernquist 2005). These accrete gas from neighbouring particles,
with a consideration of angular momentum as in Rosas-Guevara
et al. (2015), which leads to AGN feedback where nearby gas particles are stochastically heated (Schaye et al. 2015).
The free parameters of the sub-grid physics in EAGLE were
calibrated to best reproduce a small number of key observables of
galaxies in the local (z ∼ 0) Universe: the stellar mass function (Li
& White 2009; Baldry et al. 2012), the stellar size–mass relation
of Shen et al. (2003) and the black hole–stellar mass relation of
McConnell & Ma (2013). See Crain et al. (2015) for further details.
In this paper, in addition to the Reference simulation, we also use
runs with modified feedback physics but equal resolution. These
include runs with stellar feedback half the Reference strength
(WeakFB), stellar feedback with twice the Reference strength
(StrongFB), and an absence of AGN feedback (NoAGN). We also
use the high-resolution run of EAGLE (with eight-fold superior
mass resolution), for which the strength of feedback was recalibrated to meet the same observational constraints as mentioned
above (RecalHR). The alternate-feedback and high-resolution runs
were performed in 25-Mpc boxes. As we want to fairly compare
these to Reference haloes, we use the 25-Mpc Reference simulation
MNRAS 467, 2066–2084 (2017)

for this paper as well. Further details on these simulations can also
be found in Crain et al. (2015).
2.2 Halo finding
To identify structures in EAGLE, SUBFIND (Springel et al. 2001;
Dolag et al. 2009) was run on the output of the simulations. For
the purposes of the code, a ‘halo’ is a collection of particles found
with a friends-of-friends algorithm. A ‘subhalo’ is a set of particles in a halo that is enclosed by isodensity contours that traverse
saddle points, where only particles gravitationally bound to the
substructure are included. A subhalo encompasses a galaxy and its
immediate surroundings. All haloes have a minimum of one subhalo (haloes with more than one subhalo have satellite galaxies).
Neither haloes nor subhaloes are inherently restricted to their virial
radii (we specify when only particles within Rvir are considered).
Note that all results in this paper concerning ‘haloes’ consider only
the primary subhalo.
2.3 Galaxy sample selection
For the purposes of this paper, we are interested in studying haloes
undergoing cooling episodes. To identify a relevant sample of systems in EAGLE, first we select central subhaloes (most massive
in their parent halo) with total gas masses >109.5 M , then we
compare the state of gas particles of the same IDs at temporally
adjacent snapshots within each subhalo. More specifically, we take
each relevant subhalo at snapshot number s and tabulate the IDs
of all particles we consider ‘hot’. We then find the same particles
at snapshot s + 1 and determine which of these are now ‘cold’
and within the same system. Those that have transitioned from hot
to cold, or from hot to a star particle, from snapshot s to s + 1
are labelled ‘cooled’ particles. Equivalently, we refer to these as
‘cooling’ particles at snapshot s. If the number of cooling particles
exceeds a threshold value (64, see below), then we deem a resolved
cooling episode to have happened and include that subhalo in our
sample. We perform this same process for all snapshot pairs.
Note that in order to have a clean sample of central galaxies to
compare against how semi-analytic models treat centrals, we exclude galaxies from our analysis that are satellites at either snapshot
(that is, we consider only the primary subhalo of each halo). We
further exclude galaxies that undergo a major merger between snapshots. We define a major merger as one where the smaller galaxy
has a stellar mass at least 30 per cent that of the central. These
would have constituted only a small fraction of our sample. As
such, had we included them, our results would not have noticeably
changed. When selecting haloes from the alternate-feedback and
high-resolution runs, we add a requirement that only haloes also
present in the Reference sample can be included.
Throughout this text, we define ‘cold’ particles as either having
non-zero star formation rates or having both temperature T < 104.5 K
and hydrogen number density nH > 0.01 cm−3 , which should capture the interstellar medium of most galaxies. Conversely, ‘hot’ gas
particles have zero star formation rates and T > 105 K.
A cooling episode should occur over a time-span comparable to
the dynamical time of a halo, which is directly tied to the Hubble
flow at the given redshift:
tdyn = Rvir /Vvir = [10 H (z)]−1 ,

(1)

where Rvir and Vvir are the virial radius and velocity, respectively, of
a given halo. As we want to capture the before and after states of a
cooling episode, snapshots separated by a dynamical time would be
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Figure 1. Ratio of a halo dynamical time at the redshift of snapshot number
s to the time to the next snapshot in EAGLE. Snapshots to the right-hand
side of the vertical dotted line were included in the analysis of this paper.
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those that cool and remain cold, but it is difficult to quantify exactly
which particles have been affected by feedback (beyond those directly injected with energy) with snapshot data. As will be shown,
our 64-particle threshold leads to results that are consistent with the
RecalHR simulation when we select the same haloes. We are, however, restricted to studying haloes at z < 4. The average temporal
separation between snapshots in this range is 681 Myr.
We present the masses of our sample of Reference EAGLE haloes
in Fig. 2. We break these into three redshift bins, each with six
snapshot pairs, which we use throughout this paper. The normalized
histograms show the virial masses of the haloes, as well as the gas
and stellar masses of all particles in each respective main subhalo
inside an aperture of Rvir . Note that the gas masses are for all gas,
i.e. hot + cold + everything in between.
3 B E F O R E C O O L I N G : H OT G A S I N H A L O E S
3.1 Temperature profiles of hot gas
In the absence of cold streams, before finding itself in a galaxy, gas
will find itself in a hot state, sitting in a halo. Models of galaxy
evolution often operate under the assumption that the hot gas in
haloes, and therefore the hot gas that will cool, carries a uniform
temperature that is equal to the virial temperature. To compare
against this, we examine the temperature profiles of haloes in our
EAGLE sample, each normalized by its virial temperature. The
virial temperature is given by

2
Vvir
μ̄mp 2
Vvir = 35.9
K,
(2)
Tvir =
2kB
km s−1

Figure 2. Normalized histograms of masses of Reference EAGLE systems
used in this paper, according to the selection criteria given in Section 2.3. The
solid distributions give the haloes’ virial masses. The dashed and dot–dashed
distributions give the gas and stellar masses, respectively, of all particles in
the main subhalo within Rvir . Each panel covers a different redshift range,
as labelled, with the same number of snapshots.

well suited for our study. By no coincidence, the temporal separation
between snapshots in EAGLE never differs from a dynamical time
by more than ∼40 per cent (with the exception of the first two
snapshots in the simulation, which we do not use in this paper).
This is illustrated by Fig. 1.
The precise threshold imposed for the minimum number of cooling particles is, at some level, arbitrary. A threshold is required to
avoid numerical noise and to ensure a meaningful mass cools. We
find a round value of 64 particles returns a sizeable number of haloes
(an average of 48 per snapshot interval in the 25-Mpc box), each
with sizeable cooling rates (0.2 M yr−1 ). Of course, the true
cooling rates of haloes over each snapshot interval can be higher, as
there may have been particles that cooled and were reheated within
the interval that we missed. It is possible then that our results are
biased towards higher-mass systems with high cooling rates, and
caution should be heeded when extrapolating to lower masses (see
Fig. 2 and below). By comparing the recorded historical maximum
temperature of gas particles before and after cooling in our sample,
we know that the ratio of hot particles that cool and are reheated
between snapshots is, in the majority of cases, small compared to

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, and we have adopted a mean
molecular weight, μ̄mp , of 59 per cent that of the proton mass.
We present temperature profiles of hot gas from our sample of
EAGLE haloes from the Reference and RecalHR runs in the top
panels of Fig. 3. The profiles were built by measuring the mean
temperature of hot gas particles within spherical shells. We use (a
maximum of) 100 shells for each halo, where each shell encompasses the same number of particles for a given halo, unless that
width is below the spatial resolution (softening scale) of the simulation. We show the evolution of these profiles by grouping systems
into three redshift bins, where each bin includes the same number
of snapshots. We display profiles for the median and 16th–84th percentile range of our samples in Fig. 3. It is immediately clear that
the hot gas is not truly isothermal, but rather the temperature tends
to decrease with radius. At higher redshift, the gas is within a factor
of ∼2 of being isothermal and approaches Tvir towards the centre.
As time evolves, the centres become hotter and the temperature
gradient steepens.
The bottom panels in Fig. 3 consider only the hot gas that will
cool (on to the galaxy) before the subsequent snapshot, which we
dub ‘cooling’ particles. As these particles constitute only a small
fraction of the hot gas, we reduce the number of spherical shells
to 20 in each halo for measuring these profiles. Tcooling (R) has a
clear gradient from a high redshift onwards. This shows that gas
that settles on to a galaxy from a larger distance tends to already
be cooler than the inner gas. Physically, this makes sense, as gas
at large radii is at a lower density (see below) and hence has less
opportunity to lose its energy through collisions over the same time.
It is not surprising that the average temperature of cooling gas is
consistently below the hot gas in general; the hotter particles would
require longer to cool. Perhaps what is more interesting is that as
the centres of haloes heat overall, the temperature of the cooling
MNRAS 467, 2066–2084 (2017)
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Figure 3. Temperature profiles of non-star-forming, hot (T > 105 K) gas in haloes in the Reference and RecalHR runs of EAGLE. The top row of panels
presents the temperature profiles for all hot gas in the haloes, while the bottom panels include only hot gas particles that are known to cool (on to the galaxy) by
the following snapshot. The temperature in both these cases is normalized by the virial temperature of each halo. Columns of panels are for different redshift
ranges. The median (solid and dashed curves) and inner 68 per cent (shaded regions of corresponding colour) of profiles are shown in each panel for the two
simulations. Vertical dashed lines are given at Rvir to indicate the cut-off for what is typically regarded as part of a halo. While the hot-gas temperature rises in
the centre, the gas that cools continues to get cooler.

particles decreases. As discussed further in Section 3.2, the density
of hot gas decreases at the centres of haloes over time (see Fig. 5
shown later). This means that there is less opportunity for hot gas
to cool through collisions, and thus the temperature difference of
a particle before and after a cooling episode (over a time-step)
decreases. Small differences are seen between the Reference and
RecalHR runs (which we come back to briefly in Section 4.2), but
they are broadly consistent with each other.
To quantify the effect of feedback on the temperature structure
of the hot haloes, we have calculated the same temperature profiles
for the alternate-feedback runs of EAGLE. We present these for
the lowest-redshift bin in Fig. 4, comparing the median profile of
the Reference simulation to the median, 16th and 84th percentiles
of the WeakFB, StrongFB and NoAGN runs. At higher redshift,
the profiles of the alternate-feedback runs more closely matched
those of the Reference run (as they have the same initial conditions, and so we have omitted them). The differences seen at low
redshift are hence directly the result of feedback associated with
galaxy evolution. Note that the number of systems meeting our
selection criteria in each run varies as a result of the differing
feedback. This is summarized in Table 1. For our results, we include only the haloes in each sample that are also present in the
Reference sample.
Let us first examine the role of stellar feedback. Stellar feedback
is implemented thermally in EAGLE. This raises the temperature of
gas particles in the centre of the haloes, where the exploding stars
are. These hot particles rise and can drive shocks that heat their
neighbours. In our sample, the masses of the haloes are large enough
that supernova energy is insufficient to eject gas from galaxies out
of the halo entirely. The result instead is that the gradient of the
temperature profile becomes generally steeper. As seen in the top
panel of Fig. 4, the WeakFB run shows lower Thot (R) than the
Reference simulation across all radii and has a shallower gradient.
Meanwhile, the StrongFB run has a stronger gradient, and is notably
hotter towards the centre.
MNRAS 467, 2066–2084 (2017)

Figure 4. Temperature profiles of hot gas in haloes for various alternatefeedback runs of EAGLE, considering only systems at z < 0.6. The top panel
includes all hot gas in the profiles, while the bottom panel includes only that
which is known to cool before the next time-step. The thick, opaque curves
give the median profiles of the different EAGLE runs. The thin, transparent
lines give the 16th and 84th percentiles for the alternate-feedback runs. The
bracketed numbers in the legend indicate the number of haloes in the sample
of each run. Both stellar and AGN feedback affect the temperature profiles
of hot haloes, but the gas in the process of cooling is not affected identically.

Comparison of the WeakFB and Reference simulations in the
bottom panel of Fig. 4 highlights that less efficient stellar feedback leads to less massive and less turbulent hot-gas haloes at low
redshift, which reduces the opportunity for cooling, thus lowering
Tcooling (R). At higher redshift, cooling is still efficient, and due to a
lack of reheating of this cooled gas, the cooling rates of the WeakFB

How to get cool in the heat
Table 1. Number of haloes at z < 0.6 in each sample
from the various runs of EAGLE. Nhalo is the full number
that met our selection criteria (Section 2.3). Ncommon is
the number of these haloes that are also in the Reference
sample. Only the latter are used in this paper.
Simulation

Nhalo

Ncommon

Reference
WeakFB
StrongFB
NoAGN

175
57
106
292

175
30
106
140

haloes at low redshift are reduced relative to the Reference run, and
hence there are far fewer galaxies in the former’s sample (see Table 1). Moving from the Reference to the StrongFB run does not
change Tcooling (R) significantly at low z, however. While there is
more hot gas in the case of StrongFB, most of it is at a high enough
temperature such that it may not mix effectively and does not have
sufficient time to cool over a time-step. The temperature signature
of the cooling gas hence remains unchanged. Instead, due to the
haloes being hotter, we find that fewer StrongFB haloes are actively
cooling at low redshift versus the Reference run (but more than the
WeakFB case), as highlighted in Table 1.
Let us now consider the role of AGNs. Perhaps counterintuitively, switching AGN off leads to an evolution in Thot (R) that
looks similar to the StrongFB case (top panel of Fig. 4). While AGN
feedback does heat the central gas particles in a halo, the net effect
is less a case of the temperature simply rising at the centre, and
more a case of AGNs regulating the temperature of the gas throughout the haloes. Strong outflows from AGNs advect hot particles to
larger distances from the galaxy than stellar-driven outflows would,
thereby spreading the heat out and reducing the temperature gradient. In fact, for the haloes common to both the Reference and
NoAGN samples, we found that the total baryonic mass within Rvir
for the NoAGN run was higher by ∼0.2–0.3 dex for the low-redshift
bin, implying that AGN outflows were able to eject baryons from
the haloes. This also helps to explain why there are 67 per cent more
NoAGN haloes that are actively cooling at z < 0.6 compared to the
Reference run (see Table 1).
The difference between the NoAGN run and the others is that
Tcooling (R) also increased throughout the halo (see the bottom panel
of Fig. 4). This shows that an AGN suppresses the ability of hot
gas to cool, as now, without AGNs, hotter gas is seen to cool more
efficiently. This is precisely how radio-mode AGN feedback is considered in semi-analytic models (e.g. Bower et al. 2006; Croton
et al. 2006); that is, the heating rate of a radio AGN is subtracted
directly off the cooling rate of a halo to calculate its net cooling
rate (see Section 3.5). Although, note that EAGLE does not distinguish between radio and quasar modes of AGNs, instead opting
for a single model of AGN feedback that is more in line with the
quasar mode (see Schaye et al. 2015). Even if the net effect of AGN
feedback in EAGLE is to make the cooling process less efficient,
one would expect the properties of AGN-driven winds in EAGLE
to differ if radio-mode feedback were implemented directly in the
simulation (see Dubois et al. 2012).
If one is to believe the results of the EAGLE simulations, it seems
appropriate for semi-analytic models to treat the effects of stellar and
AGN feedback on cooling separately. To summarize more specifically, in Milky Way-mass haloes in EAGLE, stellar feedback heats
cold gas but does not prevent fresh gas from cooling, whereas AGN
feedback can eject gas from the halo entirely and more directly
impacts cooling gas by regulating the temperature structure of the
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halo, which can suppress the efficiency of cooling. Ideally, prescriptions for feedback effects on cooling in semi-analytic models would
be based on observations. Recent efforts to identify signatures of
feedback effects on stacked X-ray observations of cooling hot gas
around galaxies have shown consistency with gentle, self-regulated
mechanical AGN feedback in the luminosity–temperature relation
(Anderson et al. 2015). Cold-phase studies of the circumgalactic
media of isolated galaxies have found evidence for replenishment
through outflows from stellar feedback (Nielsen et al. 2016), although how this might translate into a model for feedback-affected
cooling is yet unclear. As of now, hydrodynamic simulations are
the best tool available for developing coarser models of feedbackaffected cooling. While beyond the scope of this paper, we suggest
that the EAGLE simulations would provide a good testbed for this
follow-up study.
3.2 Density profiles of hot gas
We now turn our attention to the density profiles of hot gas in haloes.
Using the same spherical shells as used for the temperature profiles,
we measure the density within each shell of our EAGLE haloes.
3
.
We normalize the density profile of each hot halo by mhot /Rvir
We then make the same measurements for the cooling gas, instead
3
. This allows us to directly compare
normalized by mcooling /Rvir
the density profiles of both the hot and cooling gas, regardless
of the halo size or total hot/cooling mass. In Fig. 5, we present these
for the same three redshift bins as before. The top row shows the
density profiles for all hot gas, while the bottom row is for cooling
gas. The Reference and RecalHR runs produce consistent profiles
with each other, and any differences to the alternate-feedback runs
are similarly small on a logarithmic scale (and hence we have not
included the profiles for those runs).
A clear evolution is seen in the hot-gas density profiles, where the
gradient at the centre becomes shallower with time. The cooling-gas
density profile evolves less noticeably, however, and remains steep.
The fact that cooling is always more effective at the centres of haloes
helps elucidate why the total hot-gas density profile forms a core
over time. While the hot gas at the centre becomes hotter and less
dense (relative to the outer parts of the same halo), the profile of the
gas that actually cools is almost unaffected by feedback emanating
from the galaxy. As mentioned in Section 3.1, particles nearer the
centre of the galaxy will not need as much time to cool as those at
the outskirts, so even if ρ hot (R) were flat, we should still expect a
negative gradient for ρ cooling (R).
Some models of galaxy formation assume that hot gas follows
the density profile of a singular isothermal sphere (e.g. Croton
et al. 2006, 2016; Lagos et al. 2008; Somerville et al. 2008b; Lee &
Yi 2013; Stevens et al. 2016), where
mhot
.
(3)
ρhot (R) =
4πRvir R 2
This relation is overplotted in each panel in Fig. 5. This profile is
based primarily on simplicity, where there is an absence of cited,
explicit physical motivation in the models. An alternative, motivated
by both theory and observations of galaxy groups and clusters, is
a β profile (see the review by Mulchaey 2000). This has been
incorporated in the GALFORM family of models (e.g. Cole et al. 2000;
Benson et al. 2003; Font et al. 2008). The β profile prescribes the
gas density as

 2 −3β/2
R
,
(4)
ρhot (R) = ρ0 1 +
Rc
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Figure 5. As for Fig. 3 but instead showing density profiles of hot and cooling gas, normalized by the average density within Rvir . These are compared against
a singular isothermal sphere (SIS) profile in all panels, and against a β profile for all hot gas, which is fitted to the median density profile of the Reference
simulation in each case. The numbers in the bottom left-hand side of those panels give the value of cβ for the fit (see equation 5). A fitted β profile describes
the hot gas as a whole reasonably well, yet the gas that cools is roughly consistent with a singular isothermal sphere.

where ρ 0 is the central density and Rc is a core radius. Under the
assumption that all haloes follow the same value of β and that
Rc = cβ Rvir , where cβ is a constant (e.g. as assumed by Benson
et al. 2003), we can compare our EAGLE profiles to the β profile.
Taking β = 2/3, the expression becomes

 −1
1
mhot
−1
1 − cβ tan
ρhot (R) =
3
cβ
4πcβ2 Rvir


2 −1
R
× 1+
.
(5)
cβ Rvir
Using the median density profiles of the Reference simulation in
Fig. 5, we have fitted for cβ and overplotted for comparison.
Fig. 5 clearly shows that singular isothermal spheres are not
representative of the distribution of hot gas in our haloes. While the
ρ cooling (R) profiles are closer to being exponential on average than
anything else, curiously, they do encompass the singular isothermal
sphere profile within their 68 per cent confidence range, at least
for z > 0.6. A singular isothermal sphere describes the cooling-gas
density profile as well as a best-fitting β profile would (i.e. the bestfitting cβ is large). Despite not actually having isothermal haloes,
the manner in which gas cools on to galaxies in EAGLE is consistent
with randomly drawing particles out of a singular isothermal sphere,
which we have found is true for the alternate-feedback EAGLE runs
as well (not shown here). To rephrase this, if one’s model for halo gas
cooling requires only a description of the density profile for which
hot gas cools out of, then a singular isothermal sphere appears to
be a valid approximation for that profile. In reality, a complete
consideration of halo gas cooling in a semi-analytic model tends to
require modelling the full hot-gas density distribution, and not just
the cooling gas (see Section 3.4).
A β profile captures the total hot-gas density reasonably well out
to ∼0.8Rvir , when cβ is free, as seen in the top panels of Fig. 5. By
allowing this, we find that the best-fitting cβ decreases with time.
To quantify this, we have fitted cβ to each hot-gas density profile of
our sample haloes for each snapshot individually. We have done this
for the Reference, RecalHR and alternate-feedback EAGLE runs,
MNRAS 467, 2066–2084 (2017)

Figure 6. Best-fitting concentration parameter of β profile fits to the hot-gas
density profiles of haloes in our EAGLE sample at each snapshot, assuming
β = 2/3, for various runs as given in the legend. Each curve gives the median
relation from each simulation, with the exception of the perfectly smooth
curve, which is a fit to the Reference simulation median (equation 6), which
happens to describe many of the other runs well too. The shaded region
covers the 16th–84th percentile range for the Reference simulation.

and present the evolution of cβ for these in Fig. 6. We include the
median relation for all runs, and include the scatter for the Reference
simulation. We find that weak stellar feedback can affect the value
of cβ at z  1, but otherwise the fit is fairly robust to feedback
changes. In addition, we find that the median cβ (z) curve for the
Reference simulation is fitted almost perfectly by a simple analytic
expression:
cβ (z)  0.20e−1.5z − 0.039z + 0.28.

(6)

This least-squares fit (which weights each snapshot equally) is included in Fig. 6. We note that for all z < 4, the best-fitting cβ is
above the values assumed in previous incarnations of GALFORM: 0.07
(Benson et al. 2003) and 0.1 (Font et al. 2008).
If we consider all snapshots at once, then we naturally find a weak
correlation between cβ and Mvir for our EAGLE haloes. However,
this is purely a result of our mean sample Mvir increasing at lower
redshift (Fig. 2). At a fixed redshift, there is no clear trend between
cβ and either Mvir or Mhot . As best evidenced by Fig. 5, the cores in
these haloes, i.e. higher cβ values, come from cumulative cooling,
dominant at halo centres. For our EAGLE haloes, we find cβ to
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symmetric distribution of hot gas, the ‘cooling time’ for hot gas at
a given radius is first defined as
tcool (R) ≡

Figure 7. Metal fraction profiles for hot gas in our EAGLE haloes at z < 0.6,
normalized by the average metal fraction in each case. The thick curves
give the median for each labelled simulation. The shaded region covers the
16th–84th percentile range for the Reference simulation, while the thin
curves cover the same range for the WeakFB and StrongFB runs. Stellar
feedback is seen to enrich the centres of hot haloes with metals.

be strictly a function of redshift and cannot meaningfully find a
secondary dependence on any integrated halo property (that a semianalytic model would have access to).
3.3 Metallicity profiles of hot gas
Another common approximation made in analytic models is that
the metallicity of hot gas is uniform throughout the halo. In reality,
we would expect hot gas at the centre of haloes to be more metalrich than at the outskirts, as the stars at the bottom of the potential
well are what produce new metals. To demonstrate the degree to
which this is true for EAGLE, we calculate the mass-weighted
mean metal fraction of particles in each spherical shell (as defined
in Section 3.1) of each halo, and plot the normalized metal fraction
profiles of our sample haloes at z < 0.6 in Fig. 7. We include the
median and 16th–84th percentile range for the Reference, WeakFB
and StrongFB simulations. At higher redshift, the behaviour of
these three simulations is similar to the Reference case presented
at low redshift, and thus these have been omitted for simplicity.
The RecalHR simulation is also consistent with the Reference case
presented here, and is omitted for clarity. In all cases, we find
that metallicity becomes increasingly variant towards the centres
of haloes, with a general trend of metallicity increasing. The effect
of stellar feedback enriching the hot halo is clear; by z < 0.6,
the centres of haloes in the StrongFB simulation have the steepest
gradients, and the WeakFB simulation the shallowest. As the rate at
which gas cools is dependent on metallicity, metallicity gradients
can have an impact on the cooling calculation in a semi-analytic
model, which we turn our attention to next.
3.4 Cooling time profiles
The primary purpose of semi-analytic models including prescriptions for the hot-gas density profile, temperature and metallicity is
to determine a cooling rate at each time-step. It is, therefore, of
interest what consequences will arise for the cooling rates from the
differences in the profiles of the EAGLE haloes versus analytic approximations. To investigate this, we must first address the typical
process for calculating cooling rates in semi-analytic models.
The majority of semi-analytic models (e.g. Cole et al. 2000;
Hatton et al. 2003; Cora 2006; Croton et al. 2006, 2016; Somerville
et al. 2008b; Guo et al. 2011; Lee & Yi 2013) calculate cooling
rates using some variation of the method presented in White &
Frenk (1991), which is as follows (but see e.g. Monaco, Fontanot
& Taffoni 2007 for a more detailed treatment). Given a spherically

μ̄mp kB
3 Thot (R)
,
2 ρhot (R) (Thot (R), Zhot (R))

(7)

where (T, Z) is the cooling function, commonly drawn from the
tables of Sutherland & Dopita (1993), dependent on the temperature
and metallicity of the gas. One then defines the ‘cooling radius’,
Rcool , as the radius at which the cooling time equals a relevant timescale. For the purposes of this paper, we have chosen to equate this
time-scale to the dynamical time, in line with the SAGE family of
models (Croton et al. 2016; Stevens et al. 2016; Tonini et al. 2016),
but this could have been informed by the free-fall time-scale instead,
as in GALFORM, for example. The general argument then is that the
cooling mass that crosses Rcool is approximately equal to the coldgas mass deposition rate on to the galaxy (Bertschinger 1989). From
this continuity law, one can calculate the rate at which gas cools on
to the galaxy as

−1
dtcool
2
.
(8)
ṁcool,model = 4π ρhot (Rcool ) Rcool
dR R→Rcool
In the case where Rcool > Rvir , haloes are assumed to be in a coldaccretion regime in a semi-analytic model, where the cooling rate is
then taken as the ratio of the hot mass to the dynamical (or free-fall)
time. We remind the reader that our EAGLE haloes are selected to
be in the hot mode of accretion.
Our intent here is not to compare the true cooling rates of EAGLE
haloes to those inferred by equation (8). To make that comparison
would require a complete deconstruction of how feedback influences cooling in both EAGLE and semi-analytic models. This is
non-trivial, as the way in which feedback and cooling are handled
in semi-analytic models is not directly comparable to what goes
on in a hydrodynamic simulation, and there is plenty of variation
amongst models as well (see Lu et al. 2011). A model can have
degeneracies when it comes to cooling and heating rates, where
the free parameters governing these are only really constrained in
a relative sense, such that the net growth of (sometimes just the
stellar content of) galaxies is representative of the observed Universe. This is why many semi-analytic–hydrodynamic comparison
projects have excluded feedback (and sometimes even star formation) from the simulations entirely (e.g. Benson et al. 2001; Yoshida
et al. 2002; Helly et al. 2003; Cattaneo et al. 2007; Viola et al. 2008;
Saro et al. 2010; Lu et al. 2011; Monaco et al. 2014). What we aim
to address here is how the cooling time profiles, through equation
(7), vary when we include the detail of the density, temperature and
metallicity profiles available to us from EAGLE. In Section 3.5,
we go one step further, and calculate how the tcool (R) profiles of
our EAGLE haloes would translate into an effective semi-analytic
cooling rate.
It is normal for the purposes of a semi-analytic model to simplify
equation (7) by taking Tvir as the temperature for all hot gas in the
halo, and assuming all hot gas to have the same metallicity. This then
leaves tcool (R) for a given halo dependent on the assumed density
profile. We address the impact of the density profile on tcool (R) in
Fig. 8. The long-dashed and dot–dashed curves give the median
tcool (R) profiles after using analytic profiles of a singular isothermal
sphere and β profiles with cβ = 0.1 and cβ (z) from equation (6),
respectively. These profiles differ little, where the β fit makes a
notable difference only for R  0.3Rvir (especially at low redshift),
where it is generally true that tcool < tdyn . As a result, the cooling
radii calculated from these density profiles are all consistent. This is
MNRAS 467, 2066–2084 (2017)
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Figure 8. Cooling time of hot gas in our EAGLE halo sample, normalized by their respective dynamical times, as a function of radius, normalized by their
virial radii. We present median profiles calculated from the EAGLE haloes through equation (7) in cases where we consider (i) only the density profiles of
the halo with Thot (R) = Tvir and Zhot (R) = Z̄hot (dotted curves); (ii) both the density and temperature profiles with Zhot (R) = Z̄hot (short-dashed curves); and
(iii) the density, temperature and metallicity profiles of the haloes (solid curves). In the latter case, we show the 16th–84th percentile range with the shaded
region. Included for comparison are the median cooling time profiles when assuming that the density profile follows (i) a singular isothermal sphere, (ii) a β
profile with constant cβ = 0.1, and (iii) a β profile with cβ calculated from equation (6), which takes Thot (R) = Tvir and Zhot (R) = Z̄hot in all three cases (see
the legend in the right-hand panel). The horizontal lines cover the inner 68 per cent of Rcool /Rvir values in each case, with matching linestyles. The vertical
marks through these give the median cooling radii. Complete information on the density, temperature and/or metallicity profiles of hot haloes leads to a greater
range of cooling profiles than analytic approximations would give, which can impact cooling radii, thereby affecting the cooling rates one would calculate in a
semi-analytic model.

shown by the horizontal lines in Fig. 8, which cover the 16th–84th
percentile range for Rcool /Rvir in each case, with the intersecting
vertical marks giving the medians.
As a direct comparison to the analytic profiles, we calculate
tcool (R) using the actual density profiles from each Reference
EAGLE halo, while maintaining the use of Thot (R) = Tvir and
Zhot (R) = Z̄hot . The median profile (dotted curves in Fig. 8) is
consistent with the analytic cases in the outer parts of the halo, but
diverges for R  0.4Rvir for all z < 4 (the scatter in all these cases is
consistent, but this is not shown for clarity). As a result, the cooling
radii are systematically lower than their analytic counterparts. This
highlights the fact that, even when using a density profile that fits
the general population by construction, it is difficult to recover the
true cooling radii of haloes from a hydrodynamic simulation.
Next, we consider the role of the temperature profiles of the
EAGLE haloes on tcool (R). We again solve equation (7) with
Zhot (R) = Z̄hot , but use the actual profiles of the haloes for Thot (R)
and ρ hot (R). The median tcool (R) profile in this case is given by
the short-dashed curves in Fig. 8. Comparing this to the dotted
curves, we see that the profile flattens, which leads to a much
broader range in cooling radii for the haloes. Even though a typical
EAGLE halo will have a radial variation in its temperature of no
more than a factor of ∼3 (cf. Fig. 3), this temperature structure can
significantly impact the tcool (R) profile one infers for a halo, and
therefore would impact the cooling rate one would determine in
a semi-analytic model.
As a final step, we include the metallicity profiles of the EAGLE haloes and recalculate tcool (R). We include the median relation
with the solid curves, and the 16th–84th percentile range with the
shaded region in each panel of Fig. 8. The addition of the Zhot (R)
profile restores sensible cooling radius values that are consistent
with the haloes being in the hot mode of accretion. For completeness then, a model of halo gas that includes temperature structure
should also include metallicity structure for the sake of calculating cooling radii and rates. For z > 0.6, these cooling radii are in
moderate agreement with the purely analytic profiles. The tcool (R)
profiles flatten at low redshift, which leads to a broad range in cooling radii, which become systematically less than the cases of the
analytic profiles.
MNRAS 467, 2066–2084 (2017)

3.5 Model-equivalent cooling rates
In an ideal world, one would know the unique density, temperature
and metallicity profile of hot gas in every halo processed through a
semi-analytic model. By using the measured profiles from EAGLE,
we can solve equation (8) numerically for each halo, thereby determining the ‘semi-analytic equivalent’ for the cooling rate with ideal
information. This can be compared against a more realistic calculation for a semi-analytic model, where in addition to an analytic
density profile, it is assumed that Thot (R) = Tvir and Zhot (R) = Z̄hot
for each halo. The results of Section 3.4 suggest that any of a singular isothermal sphere, a β profile with cβ = 0.1 or a β profile with
cβ (z) from equation (6) will work practically the same for calculating a cooling rate. In the left-hand panel of Fig. 9, we compare
the cooling rates calculated by equation (8) using the full EAGLE
profile information against the case of an assumed singular isothermal sphere (we have checked that this is essentially the same for
the case of a β profile).
The spread in the true Rcool values for the EAGLE haloes is
greater than that of the analytic models, as seen in all panels of
Fig. 8. This then gives rise to the notable spread in the relative
cooling rates seen in the left-hand (and middle) panel of Fig. 9. In
the lower-redshift bins, the model Rcool values are systematically
too large, most clearly seen in the right-hand panel of Fig. 8. This
then translates into systematically higher cooling rates, as seen by
the evolution in the distributions of the left-hand (and middle) panel
of Fig. 9.
Note that the cooling rates calculated by equation (8) do not consider feedback (of any kind), and hence are gross cooling rates (as
opposed to net cooling rates – see below). If feedback were to affect
the density or temperature profiles of the hot gas in haloes significantly, then we might expect this feedback to still cause differences
in the gross cooling rates. While we showed that feedback does alter
the temperature at the centre of EAGLE haloes in Fig. 4, this is less
than a factor of 2. Because the hot-gas density profiles also do not
change significantly when the strength of feedback is varied, the
gross cooling rates calculated by equation (8) should agree for the
Reference and alternate-feedback simulations. To demonstrate one
example, we compare ṁcool for the NoAGN simulation, as we did
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Figure 9. Normalized histograms for the relative analytic cooling rates calculated for model density profiles of hot gas versus those using the actual density,
temperature and metallicity profiles from our sample of Reference and NoAGN EAGLE haloes, as labelled. The left-hand panel and middle panel compare gross
cooling rates (equation 8), while the right-hand panel compares net cooling rates (equation 10). If the analytic approximations were sufficient for calculating
cooling rates, the distributions would be δ functions at the vertical dashed line.

for the Reference simulation, in the middle panel of Fig. 9. While
there are small differences compared with the left-hand panel, the
evolution of the distributions and their peaks are in agreement. Results for WeakFB and StrongFB are indeed similar, so we omit them
for simplicity.
While stellar feedback is often considered independently of calculating cooling rates in semi-analytic models (but not always – see,
e.g. Monaco et al. 2007), radio-mode AGN feedback is generally
implemented by directly suppressing the cooling rates calculated
through equation (8) (see Bower et al. 2006; Croton et al. 2006).
Galaxies hosting a larger supermassive black hole will typically
have their cooling suppressed more. At later times, the haloes in our
sample are bigger (see Fig. 2) and host heavier black holes. Because
the suppressive heating from AGN need not be tied directly to the
gross cooling rates of haloes, ratios of net cooling rates as calculated in semi-analytic models with different hot-gas radial profiles
will not be the same as the ratio of gross cooling rates. They will, in
fact, be systematically smaller for systems with an AGN, effectively
counteracting the redshift evolution of the gross cooling rate ratios
presented in the left-hand and middle panels of Fig. 9.
To demonstrate the impact AGN heating might have on cooling
rates in a semi-analytic model, we use an example model of radiomode heating to calculate effective net cooling rates for the haloes.
We calculate the heating rate based on the energy released from
Bondi–Hoyle accretion (Bondi 1952) of hot gas in the halo:
ṁheat,model =

15π (μ̄mp )2
Gc2 κη mBH
16 (Tvir , Z̄hot )

(9)

(as implemented similarly in Croton et al. 2006; Somerville
et al. 2008b), where mBH is the black-hole mass,1 κ is a model
parameter used to control the strength of feedback and η is the efficiency with which the inertial mass of the gas is released during
accretion on to the black hole. Here, we assume typical values of
κ = η = 0.1. The net cooling rate of gas in a halo can then be found
as the difference between equations (8) and (9):
ṁnet,model = ṁcool,model − ṁheat,model .

(10)

1 A total of 94 per cent of the (sub)haloes in our sample have more than one
black-hole particle. In a semi-analytic model, galaxies typically are only
allowed one black hole; when a merger brings in a new black hole, it is
assumed to merge immediately with any preexisting black hole. To mimic
this, we sum the masses of all black holes in an EAGLE galaxy to give mBH
to calculate ṁheat,model .

We calculate ṁnet for our haloes in the Reference simulation, using
the true and analytic (singular isothermal sphere and β) radial profiles. In the right-hand panel of Fig. 9, we present the ratio of the
model-equivalent net cooling rates using the EAGLE radial profiles
(density, temperature and metallicity) to the singular isothermal
sphere profile. Not only is the evolution of the distributions minimized compared to the ratio of gross cooling rates, but the widths
of the distributions are also greatly reduced. The latter would not
be true if the central temperature and metallicity of the hot haloes
were used in the Bondi–Hoyle model, however.
In conclusion, while the structural properties of hot gas in haloes
can significantly affect gross cooling rates in semi-analytic models,
the application of radio-mode feedback can compensate for most of
this.
4 ANGULAR MOMENTUM OF COOLING GAS
4.1 Conservation of angular momentum during cooling
An important aspect of most models of gas cooling is the assumption that the angular momentum of the gas is conserved. Of course,
cooling gas can exchange angular momentum with many other parts
of the halo in principle, especially through collisions with gas particles not involved in cooling (including those already cold). Early attempts at forming spiral galaxies with cosmological, hydrodynamic
simulations were plagued by an ‘angular-momentum catastrophe’,
where gas cooled too quickly and lost too much angular momentum (see e.g. Katz & Gunn 1991; Navarro & Benz 1991; Navarro
& Steinmetz 1997, 2000). Solutions to this problem were found in
better resolution (Governato et al. 2004) and more efficient subgrid
feedback (e.g. Brook et al. 2011, 2012). With these improvements,
we are now in a position to use a simulation like EAGLE to make
predictions about the angular-momentum conservation of cooling
gas, or lack thereof, which is informative for analytic models of gas
cooling.
We measure the specific angular momentum, j, of cooling and
cooled particles (i.e. immediately before and after cooling) in our
EAGLE haloes along their respective cooling particles’ axes of rotation on an individual basis and for the summed quantity of all cooling
particles involved in a single episode. The relative change in j for
each case is presented in the upper and middle panels of Fig. 10, respectively. These two cases allow us to distinguish between ‘strong’
and ‘weak’ angular-momentum conservation (Fall 2002). In the
‘strong’ case, individual particles would conserve j, whereas only
the net j of a collection of particles needs to be conserved in the
‘weak’ case. We bin our systems by redshift, as in the previous
MNRAS 467, 2066–2084 (2017)
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Figure 10. Relative change in the specific angular momentum component parallel to the rotation axis of cooling particles during cooling episodes, compared
to the initial state. The left-hand panels include haloes from our Reference EAGLE sample, while the right-hand panels include those from the RecalHR run.
The top panels consider particles individually. The middle and bottom panels consider the change in net specific angular momentum of all cooling particles in
a single episode, i.e. on a halo-by-halo basis. Where the top two rows of panels bin by redshift, the bottom row of panels bins by the λR value of the central
galaxy for all z < 1.7. The short, vertical marks give the mean of each distribution for respective linestyles. If angular momentum were always conserved along
the cooling axis, the distributions would be δ functions matching the vertical, dashed line. Instead, we see angular momentum losses in the cooling gas. We
perform Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests to compare the consistency of the halo distributions between 4 > z > 1.7 and z < 0.6, and between the distributions for
λR ≤ 0.25 and λR > 0.75. The D-value printed in the panels gives the maximum vertical separation of the cumulative probability distributions, while the
p-value is the probability that the means of the distributions would be as separated as they are under the pretext that they come from the same underlying
population. A little less angular momentum appears to be lost when gas cools on to a rotationally supported galaxy.

sections, and show distributions for the relative change in angular
momentum for each of these bins. Because resolution is known
to play a role in j losses, we present both the Reference and
RecalHR simulations in the left-hand and right-hand panels of
Fig. 10, respectively.
It is clear from the top panels of Fig. 10 that individual particles
do not conserve angular momentum while cooling, and thus EAGLE
haloes do not demonstrate strong j conservation. Comparing this to
the middle panels, those particles appear to be exchanging some of
their angular momentum between one another, as the net change in j
for the collection of particles provides a narrower distribution with a
peak closer to zero. Yet, in both cases, the means of the distributions
are negative. Therefore, on average, angular momentum is lost by
gas as it cools on to EAGLE galaxies; i.e. even weak j conservation
is not satisfied. There is no clear evolution in the distributions for
either the upper or middle panels of Fig. 10 for the Reference simulation; for the highest- to lowest-redshift bins, the average net loss of
j during a cooling episode is approximately 55, 64 and 57 per cent,
respectively. The highest- and lowest-redshift histograms are also
consistent according to the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (see Fig. 10).
We find that at a higher resolution (the RecalHR run), j losses during cooling are reduced at higher redshift, on average. We suggest
that, by itself, this is not enough to claim any generic correlation
between j/ji and z, especially as the results between simulations
agree at low redshift. We come back to this point in Section 4.2.
Galactic discs in EAGLE are known to be realistic in their size
(Schaye et al. 2015; Lange et al. 2016; Furlong et al. 2017). Yet,
the gas that cools loses a fraction of angular momentum that is
consistent with the large percentages reported when the ‘angularmomentum catastrophe’ produced simulated discs that were too
concentrated (cf. Katz & Gunn 1991). While, indeed, too much
absolute angular momentum was lost during cooling in early hydroMNRAS 467, 2066–2084 (2017)

dynamic, cosmological simulations, evidently the correct amount
of specific angular momentum was lost, based on our results.
The frequency of particle interactions and collisions will determine the potential for angular-momentum loss of cooling particles.
We hypothesize that in a rotationally supported system, where there
is less random motion, collisions might be fewer, and thus less angular momentum might be lost. To test this, we first quantify the
relative level of rotation and dispersion support in our galaxies using the λR parameter, introduced by Emsellem et al. (2007). Galaxies with λR ∼ 0 are predominantly dispersion-supported, whereas
those with λR ∼ 1 are predominantly rotationally supported. For our
EAGLE galaxies, we measure the property as
∗

λR =
∗

m∗

m∗ jz,∗
2 + r 2 v2
jz,∗
∗ z,∗

,

(11)

where the sums are over all star particles associated with the main
subhalo within the ‘BaryMP’ galactic radius defined by Stevens
et al. (2014, where the cumulative mass profile of the stars and
cold gas reaches a constant gradient), and jz and vz are the specific
angular momentum and velocity components along the galaxy’s
rotation axis, respectively, as measured in the galaxy’s centre-ofmomentum frame.2 In the bottom panels of Fig. 10, we again show
the relative net loss of specific angular momentum during cooling
events, but now bin galaxies by λR , including all systems for z < 1.7.
By excluding those in the range 1.7 < z < 4, we eliminate the
population of high-z systems from RecalHR that we have shown

2 Note that this calculation for λ does not include the intricacies required to
R
compare against observations as in Naab et al. (2014), as we simply require a
relative measure of this quantity for internally comparing EAGLE galaxies.
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Figure 11. Probability distributions for the ratio of the magnitudes of net specific angular momentum of cooling gas to that of the halo, drawn from our sample
of Reference and RecalHR EAGLE systems. The top panels cover all systems in each redshift bin, while the bottom panels cover all z < 1.7 and bins by λR of
the central galaxy. The dashed, vertical line indicates where jcooling = jhalo , which is often assumed in galaxy formation models. The short, vertical marks give
the means of the distributions. We perform Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests on the consistency of the distributions in each panel, and note the cases where there is
potential inconsistency (see caption of Fig. 10). Cooling gas carries more specific angular momentum than the halo on almost all occasions.

lose less j during cooling. We would have otherwise had biased
results, as the average λR of the galaxies is lower at higher z.
For the Reference and RecalHR simulations, we find a weak
tendency for j losses to be reduced for high-λR systems. To quantify
this statistically, we have compared the distributions for the highest
and lowest λR histograms in the bottom panels of Fig. 10 using
the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, the results of which are given in
the panels. The low p-values (10−9.4 and 10−4.4 for the Reference
and RecalHR simulations, respectively) suggest that there is a nonnegligible statistical significance to the separation of the means
of the distributions, although this is less significant for the higher
resolution simulation. We thus tentatively find these results in favour
of our hypothesis. Our results suggest that any reduction in j losses
during cooling caused by stronger rotation in the central galaxy is,
at most, a few tens of per cent.
4.2 Relative orientation and magnitude of specific angular
momenta
As already discussed, galaxy formation models typically assume
that the net specific angular momentum of hot gas about to cool,
j cooling , is equivalent to that of all the hot gas in the halo, j hot , and
to that of the entire halo itself, j halo , both in terms of magnitude
and direction. Without the ability to directly measure the motion of
dark matter in haloes to independently measure a halo’s spin, it is
impossible to determine if j cooling and j halo are the same empirically
with observational methods. Simulations are the only current means
of addressing this in any capacity. Previous studies of cosmological,
hydrodynamic simulations have shown that gas and dark matter in
haloes tend to have different and/or offset specific angular momenta
(e.g. van den Bosch et al. 2002; Chen, Jing & Yoshikaw 2003; van
den Bosch, Abel & Hernquist 2003; Sharma & Steinmetz 2005;
Sharma, Steinmetz & Bland-Hawthorn 2012). Attention has not
been given specifically to the cooling particles before, however.
4.2.1 Magnitude
We directly measure the ratio jcooling /jhalo from our EAGLE haloes,
and present distributions for this ratio for bins of redshift in the top
panels of Fig. 11. We see that cooling gas typically has more specific
angular momentum than the halo. This result is contrasting (but
not opposing) to the combined results of observations and models

that suggest the stellar content of galaxies typically has a lower
specific angular momentum than their haloes (e.g. Romanowsky &
Fall 2012; Stevens et al. 2016). As discussed in Section 4.1, some
of this angular momentum is lost during the cooling process. As
seen in the top panels of Fig. 11, there is no clear evolution in
jcooling /jhalo for our EAGLE haloes. We do, however, find the mean
ratio to be lower for RecalHR at higher redshift, which appears to
be statistically significant, based on a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
(see the top right-hand panel of Fig. 11). This is balanced by the
fact that less angular momentum is lost during the cooling process
for these specific haloes, as shown in Section 4.1. If we compare
these findings with the lower left-hand panel of Fig. 3, we see
that the temperature of the cooling gas in these haloes is lower at
the ‘beginning’ of the cooling episode for the RecalHR run. The
evidence suggests that the population of RecalHR haloes in our
sample for 4 > z > 1.7 effectively had a head start in cooling
over the same haloes in the Reference simulation, and thus were
measured at a moment when the gas was already cooler and had
already lost some of its specific angular momentum. This would
imply that the angular-momentum measurements in the Reference
and RecalHR runs are entirely consistent.
We have already shown tentative evidence that gas cooling on to a
rotationally supported galaxy in EAGLE loses less specific angular
momentum than that cooling on to a dispersion-supported galaxy
(Fig. 10). In the bottom panels of Fig. 11 we also break jcooling /jhalo
into bins of λR . There is a population of low-λR galaxies, in both
the Reference and RecalHR simulations, that show high values for
jcooling /jhalo , but are not abnormal in any other respect we can find.
We find that nearly all the excess specific angular momentum is lost
during cooling for these systems. Modulo those few systems, the
distributions for jcooling /jhalo for various λR are entirely consistent
with each other. In other words, gas should not be aware of what
type of galaxy it will cool on to at the moment it begins to cool,
which appears to indeed be the case for EAGLE.
It is not just the cooling gas whose j exceeds that of the
halo. In fact, hot gas in general has preferentially high j in our
EAGLE haloes, as shown in Fig. 12. This result is consistent with
previous studies of non-radiative hydrodynamic simulations (Chen
et al. 2003; Sharma & Steinmetz 2005), but contends with the earlier
work of van den Bosch et al. (2002). The fact that jhot /jhalo > 1
automatically explains why jcooling /jhalo > 1. Yet, we also find that
MNRAS 467, 2066–2084 (2017)
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Figure 12. Normalized histograms of the ratio of the magnitudes of net
specific angular momentum of hot gas to that of the entire halo (within Rvir )
for our Reference (top panel) and RecalHR (bottom panel) EAGLE systems
for three redshift bins. The vertical, dashed line indicates where jhot = jhalo .
The short, vertical marks are the means for each distribution. Hot gas in
haloes has a preferentially higher specific angular momentum than the halo
as a whole.

Figure 13. Normalized histograms of the ratio of the magnitudes of net
specific angular momentum of cooling gas to that of hot gas for our Reference
EAGLE systems. In all panels, jhot is calculated using only the particles
within the virial radius. The top panel calculates jcooling using all cooling
particles. The middle panel considers only cooling particles within the virial
radius. The bottom panel presents the jcooling component for particles within
the virial radius projected on to the axis of rotation of the hot particles. The
vertical, dashed line indicates where jcooling = jhot . The short, vertical marks
are the means for each distribution.

jcooling /jhot > 1 for our haloes. This can be seen by comparing
Figs 11 and 12 and is shown more explicitly in the top panel of
Fig. 13. A contributing factor to this is that jhot has been measured
exclusively for hot particles within Rvir , while jcooling considers all
cooling particles here. Once the virial-radius restriction is imposed
on jcooling too, the highest j particles are eliminated, and so this
becomes more consistent with jhot , as seen in the middle panel of
Fig. 13. Still, when we average over our full halo sample at all
redshifts, we find jcooling (<Rvir )/jhalo  1.4. Most of this extra
MNRAS 467, 2066–2084 (2017)

jcooling comes from a non-zero component orthogonal to ĵ hot . This
is demonstrated by the bottom panel of Fig. 13, which now projects
j cooling on to ĵ hot . Here, the projected magnitude of jcooling is consistent with jhot , once averaged over all redshifts.
If one assumes that gas particles at the centre of the halo have
lower j than those at the outskirts, then our result from Fig. 5
(that cooling gas originates preferentially from the halo centre,
regardless of the underlying hot-gas distribution, while the hot gas
forms a core) can explain why there is an evolutionary decline in
jcooling /jhot , seen in all panels of Fig. 13. We remind the reader that
because we looked for particles that transitioned from hot to cold
over time-steps of several hundred Myr, we will have missed any
particles that both cooled and were reheated over that time. While
we suggested in Section 2.3 that the fraction of these particles is
generally small, the lowest j particles are preferentially reheated
by feedback (see Brook et al. 2011, 2012), so our jcooling values
are more like close upper limits. Thankfully, jhot is not subject to
this bias, so our finding that gas has specific angular momentum in
excess of jhalo when it begins to cool in EAGLE haloes is robust.
4.2.2 Orientation
The direction of the angular momentum of the cooling gas is also
important for how the new material will alter the disc. In the top
panels of Fig. 14, we show the angular offsets of the spin vectors of
hot gas about to cool and hot gas in general for our EAGLE haloes.
Regardless of redshift, these are typically offset by tens of degrees.
The second row of panels in Fig. 14 shows the angular difference
in rotation axis of the cooling and cooled particles, that is, before
and after the transition from hot to cold. Again, differences of tens
of degrees are common, indicating that gas particles precess during
cooling. In fact, they precess to come in line with the preexisting
cold gas in the galaxy, as seen by the small angular differences in
the rotation axes of the cooled and cold particles in the third row of
panels in Fig. 14. A combination of the cooling gas’s rotation axis
being consistently offset from the hot gas as a whole with the gas
being subject to precession sets up an offset between the rotation
axes of the cold gas in the galaxy and its hot halo. This is shown by
the bottom panels of Fig. 14, where, once again, offsets of many tens
of degrees are common and persist to z = 0. Having such an offset
can lead to warped discs (Roškar et al. 2010). As with our other
results, we do not find a clear, systematic difference between the
Reference (left-hand panels of Fig. 14) and RecalHR (right-hand
panels) runs, suggesting that this is indeed a physical result.
Because most cooling occurs in the inner part of the hot halo
(Fig. 5), one might also expect the inner hot halo’s rotation axis to
be better aligned with the cooling gas. We calculate whether the
rotation axis offset between cooling and hot gas varies when only
hot gas internal to a given radius is included, which we present in
Fig. 15. Contrary to expectation, we find that the inner hot gas is
typically less aligned with the cooling gas. Any evolution in the
profiles in Fig. 15 is minimal for our sample of EAGLE haloes, as
seen by the similarity of the curves in Fig. 15. The Reference (upper
panel) and RecalHR (lower panel) simulations again produce the
same result, so we can trust that this is not predominantly an effect
of resolution. Our result is contrasting (but not at all opposing) to
the results of Zavala et al. (2016), who find that the evolution of j
of stars in EAGLE galaxies is more closely tied to that of the inner
dark matter halo (<0.1Rvir ), rather than the halo in its entirety.
The relative orientations and magnitudes of j for various particle
types in haloes in general are an interesting topic, which we are
investigating in detail in an accompanying paper (Contreras et al., in
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Figure 14. Angular separations between rotation axes of gas particle groups during cooling. The top panels give the difference between all the hot particles
and those about to cool. The second row of panels is the change in the rotation axis of the particles that cool over the cooling episode. The third row of panels
are for all cold gas and the particles that have just cooled. The bottom panels compare the rotation axes of all cold gas to all hot gas. Cooling gas need not be
aligned with the rest of the hot gas in the halo, and it precesses during the cooling process to become aligned with gas that is already cold.

conserving angular momentum:
cooled (r)

Figure 15. Angular separation between spin directions of hot gas in haloes
within a given radius and all cooling gas for the same haloes. Cooling gas is
poorly aligned with hot gas on all scales, regardless of redshift or resolution.

preparation). The sample of cooling systems used here is consistent
with the differences in direction and magnitude of j between baryons
and dark matter in all EAGLE haloes to be presented there. That
paper will address uncertainties in angular momentum as a function
of the number of particles used; in general, 100 particles are
required for trustworthy measurements of individual haloes. We do
not find any significant changes to our conclusions here (that are
concerned with the population) if we exclude haloes with <100
particles though.
5 AFTER COOLING: COLD GAS IN GALAXIES

=

−r/rd
0e



mcooled −r/rd
e
,
2πrd2

(12)

Rvir is the scale radius of the disc. The exponentialwhere rd
ity of discs is a typical assumption of galaxy formation models,
where some even maintain that a disc must always be exponential
(e.g. Cole et al. 2000; Hatton et al. 2003; Croton et al. 2006, 2016;
Somerville et al. 2008a; Guo et al. 2011). But only relatively recently have resolved observations of the H I and CO (H2 ) distribution
in local spiral galaxies been made (e.g. Walter et al. 2008; Leroy
et al. 2009), allowing us to actually see what they are like. The 33
galaxies analysed by Bigiel & Blitz (2012) suggest that while an
exponential profile broadly describes the average galaxy at intermediate radii, there is plenty of deviation from exponentials, and
a strong suggestion of cusps existing at the centres of these discs.
With EAGLE, we can not only check the exponentiality of gas discs,
but also compare directly to equation (12).
We present surface density profiles for recently cooled and all
cold gas of our sample of EAGLE haloes in Fig. 16 (top and bottom
panels, respectively). To build these profiles, we find the rotation
axis of the cold (cooled) particles to determine the plane of the
galaxy (freshly cooled gas), and measure the surface density in
annuli3 in this plane. Consistent with our measurements of the hot
gas profiles, the widths of the annuli are adapted to contain the same
number of particles, while respecting the softening scale. A total
of 100 annuli are used for the cold gas, and 20 are used for the
cooled gas. We then fit an exponential to each profile and normalize
the annuli’s radii by the fitted scalelength. By normalizing the surface densities as well, we are able to see how well an exponential

5.1 Radial surface density profiles of gas discs
In the picture of disc formation proposed by Fall & Efstathiou
(1980), gas cools and collapses to form an exponential disc while

3 For our intents and purposes, an annulus is a cylindrical shell that cannot
exceed the virial sphere in height.
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Figure 16. Surface density profiles for cold gas particles in our sample of EAGLE galaxies. As for previous figures, we present three redshift ranges for the
Reference and RecalHR simulations, presenting their median profiles (solid and short-dashed curves, respectively) and 16th–84th percentile ranges (shaded
regions). Radial distances have been normalized for each galaxy by their fitted exponential scale radius, rd,fit . The top row of panels considers only the
recently cooled particles, whereas the bottom panels consider all cold particles. All surface densities have been normalized by the amount of cooled/cold gas
considered and the square of the scale radius. The long-dashed line is a precise exponential (equation 12). The dot–dashed curves give the median profile for
the rotation-dominated galaxies (λR > 0.75) for each subsample of the Reference haloes. With the addition of a central cusp, an exponential describes the
profile of recently cooled gas well, but only works as well for cold discs as a whole at low redshift.

describes the entire galaxy population as a whole. Note that rd,fit is a
different quantity for the cooled (r) and cold (r) profiles in Fig. 16.
The top panels of Fig. 16 show that cooled (r) for EAGLE galaxies
is nicely centred on equation (12), with a scatter increasing at lower
redshift (the 68 per cent confidence range is 0.53, 0.62 and 0.79 dex
tall on average for the highest- to lowest-redshift bins, respectively).
The profiles include a cusp, seen at r  0.6rd for the highest-redshift
bin, with the prominence of this feature growing modestly down to
z = 0. Approximately 20 per cent of the cooled gas mass lies inside
r < 0.6rd when averaged over all galaxies in our sample for either
the Reference or the RecalHR simulation. If these profiles were
exponential all the way to the centre, only 12 per cent of their mass
should lie inside r < 0.6rd .
It is worth highlighting the fact that, because every EAGLE profile has been normalized by a fitted exponential scale radius, if an
exponential were a general, genuine, good fit for the surface density
profiles in Fig. 16, the EAGLE profiles should cluster about the
long-dashed line with a small amount of scatter. A cusp can still
be recovered from an otherwise exponential profile, provided the
number of points being fitted to in each cusp is not a large fraction
of those in the total profile. This is what is seen in the top panels.
On the other hand, the bottom panels of Fig. 16 show that, at higher
redshift, the cold (r) profiles are curved for the entire plotted range
(cf. the long-dashed line). This implies that an exponential (even
with a cusp) is too simplistic to describe these profiles in general.
Of course, the galaxies in our sample need not be all rotationally
supported, and hence may not have well-behaving, classical discs.
To this point, we overplot the median surface density profiles for
cold and recently cooled gas for the rotation-dominated galaxies
with λR > 0.75 in Fig. 16 with dot–dashed curves. By selecting
galaxies we expect to be more disc-like, we find no difference in the
normalized surface density profiles for cold or recently cooled gas.
While the recently cooled gas in these galaxies lost marginally less
j during the cooling process (Fig. 10), this has not translated into a
difference in cooled (r).
MNRAS 467, 2066–2084 (2017)

In a semi-analytic model, one must put in what the scalelength of
the cooling disc is. If one assumes that gas cools into an exponential
disc, that is, jcooled = jhalo , and that the disc has a flat rotation velocity
with vrot = Vvir , it is straightforward to show that the scaleradius of
that exponential disc is
rd,model ≡

jhalo
2Vvir

(13)

(e.g. Fall 1983; Mo et al. 1998). Equation (13) has formed the basis
of determining (initial) disc sizes in many semi-analytic models
(e.g. Hatton et al. 2003; Croton et al. 2006; Fu et al. 2010), but more
complex algorithms are also popular (e.g. Cole et al. 2000).
We showed in Section 4 that the assumptions about the angular
momentum of the cooling gas required for equation (13) to be accurate do not agree with EAGLE, so we would expect some difference
between the model scalelength, rd,model , and the fitted scalelength,
rd,fit . After measuring the net specific angular momentum of each
halo in our EAGLE sample as
jhalo =

|

p

mp r p × v p |
p

(14)

mp

(where subscript p is for particles of all types within Rvir ), we can
quantify how discrepant rd,model is from rd,fit .
In Fig. 17(a), we present normalized histograms for the ratio of
rd,fit /rd,model for both the Reference and RecalHR haloes, for all
z < 4. Both simulations find an almost lognormal distribution for
this ratio, where it is almost always true that rd,fit > rd,model . The
idea that rd ∝ jhalo /Vvir (equation 13) came from the assumptions
that jcooled = jhalo and that the cooled gas all rotated with velocity
Vvir . In practice, we should really expect rd ∝ jcooled /vrot , where vrot
∼

is the mass-weighted mean tangential velocity of the cooled gas.
This then gives
rd,fit
rd,model



jcooled Vvir
.
jhalo vrot

(15)
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particles does not have a precise monotonic relationship with either
position or rotational velocity.
It is useful to relate rd,fit /rd,model to global properties of the halo,
as, if there is a strong correlation with one, the prescription for
calculating rd in a semi-analytic model could be easily modified
to better match the results of EAGLE, rather than assuming weak
j conservation. We find that the halo property that best correlates
with rd,fit /rd,model is the spin parameter,
λ≡

J |E|1/2
5/2

GMvir

,

(16)

where J and E are the total angular momentum and energy (kinetic
+ potential) of the halo, respectively (Peebles 1969). Note that we
approximate the spin parameter as
λ= √

jhalo

(17)

2Vvir Rvir

à la Bullock et al. (2001), which would be precise if the total halo
density distribution were a singular isothermal sphere. This deviates from a λ value obtained assuming an NFW profile (Navarro,
Frenk & White 1996) by 10 per cent for concentrations of
c  7 (see Mo et al. 1998). For our haloes, λ is correlated more
strongly with rd,fit /rd,model than any of Rvir , Vvir , Mvir , jhalo or rd,model
independently, with a Pearson correlation coefficient of −0.60 and
a corresponding p-value (probability of obtaining that coefficient
by chance) of ∼10−84 .
The relation between λ and rd,fit /rd,model is shown in Fig. 17(d). By
performing a least-squares fit for log10 (rd,fit /rd,model ) as a function
of log10 λ for the RecalHR simulation, we obtain the relation


rd,fit
log10
(18)
= −0.77 log10 λ − (0.52 ± 0.18),
rd,model
Figure 17. Trends relating to the ratio of the fitted exponential scalelength
of the surface density profiles of recently cooled gas in EAGLE galaxies
to a typical assumed scalelength in semi-analytic models (equation 13).
Panel (a): normalized histograms for this ratio for each of the Reference and
RecalHR simulations. Panel (b): relation between this ratio and a combination of the specific angular momentum of the cooled gas, that of the halo,
the virial velocity of the halo and the rotational velocity of the cooled gas.
These quantities are expected to be nearly equal (equation 15, as given by
the long-dashed line). The solid and short-dashed curves give the median for
the Reference and RecalHR simulations, respectively, with the 16th–84th
percentile range for each shown by the shaded regions (for data binned along
the y-axis). Panel (c): normalized histograms for the y-axis value of panel
(b). Panel (d): relation between the scaleradius ratio and the spin parameter
of the halo. In addition to the median and 16th–84th percentile ranges (for
data binned along the y-axis), we include a least-squares fit for the RecalHR
simulation, including the standard deviation for points about this fit, where
log10 λ has been taken as the independent variable. Panel (e): normalized
histograms for the spin parameter of the haloes. Only in the highest spin
haloes do the specific angular momenta of the cooled gas and halo become
similar enough for the scaleradius to resemble the model value.

In Fig. 17(b), we compare the left- and right-hand sides of equation (15) for the Reference and RecalHR simulation haloes, displaying the median and 16th–84th percentile ranges for each. Note that
we have binned data along the y-axis of this plot (and Fig. 17d, but
all other plots in this paper bin along the x-axis). Both simulations
corroborate equation (15), with the median trend for the RecalHR
simulation (with 512 cooled particles per halo) nearly matching
it perfectly. In addition to an exponential not describing every individual cooling profile, the scatter in Fig. 17(b) can be attributed
to the cooling particles having an angular-momentum structure (see
Section 5.2) where the specific angular momentum of individual

where the uncertainty is the standard deviation of the points about
the fit. Combining this result and equation (13), we suggest a modified model for the scaleradius of cooling gas in a halo of given size
and spin:


rd
(19)
= 0.23 log10 λ − 0.67(±0.18).
log10
Rvir
The same fit can be made for the Reference simulation; in that case,
the model scaleradius would be


rd
log10
(20)
= 0.30 log10 λ − 0.65(±0.22).
Rvir
Any of these equations can be applied directly in a semi-analytic
model. Although note that this assumes that λ measured from a
dark-matter-only simulation is equivalent to considering all matter
in a halo in a hydrodynamic simulation (which might not be true –
Schaller et al. 2015a, for example, have shown that the masses of
haloes in the EAGLE simulations are systematically higher when
run without baryonic physics).
In Fig. 17(e), we show that our EAGLE haloes (both Reference and RecalHR) are representative in terms of their distribution of spins, which should be roughly lognormal (cf. Barnes &
Efstathiou 1987; Bullock et al. 2001).
5.2 Angular-momentum structure of gas discs
There is a building trend for models of disc evolution to calculate
local processes in annuli of specific angular momentum, rather than
radius (e.g. Stringer & Benson 2007; Dutton & van den Bosch 2009;
Stevens et al. 2016). These have been partially motivated by the fact
MNRAS 467, 2066–2084 (2017)
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Figure 18. As for Fig. 16, but now presenting normalized surface density profiles for recently cooled (top panels) and all cold (bottom panels) gas as a function
of specific angular momentum. Because the axes are normalized by best exponential fits, if these profiles were generally well described by an exponential, we
should see a tight relation about the long-dashed line in each panel. Instead, we find that an exponential as a function of specific angular momentum is a less
accurate description of the profiles to one as a function of radius (cf. Fig. 16).

that galaxies have dynamic and non-uniform velocity structures.
One can rewrite equation (13) as an exponential function of specific
angular momentum, thereby relaxing the requirement that cooling
gas should settle with a constant rotational velocity:
cooled (j )

=

−j /jd
0 (jd )e

(21)

(e.g. as implemented in the DARK SAGE semi-analytic model; Stevens
et al. 2016). Here, we investigate the angular-momentum structure
of the cooled and cold gas profiles of our EAGLE galaxies and
determine whether equation (21) can approximate them.
We measure the mean j of particles in each annulus for which
we have measured surface density values for our EAGLE galaxies.
This gives us cooled (j) and cold (j) profiles, to which we fit equation (21), then normalize these profiles based on the fitted jd . These
are presented in Fig. 18. At intermediate to low redshifts, an exponential for cooled (j) describes the profiles reasonably well, but this
is not the case at a high redshift. For 1.7 > z > 0.6, there is less
of a featured cusp for cooled (j) than for cooled (r). This could be
explained by the rotational velocities (and hence specific angular
momenta) decreasing rapidly at the centres of discs, where pressure
support becomes comparable to rotational support. In general, we
find that the scatter in the profiles is reduced when considering surface density as a function of radius instead (cf. Figs 16 and 18). We
find that these conclusions extend to the overall cold gas profile,
and that they apply to the general galaxy population (in our sample) as well as the most rotationally supported systems (λR > 0.75,
which should be the most discy – cf. solid and dot–dashed curves
in Fig. 18).
While our findings suggest that one would be better off using
equation (12) rather than (21) in a model of galaxy formation, it
has been shown that using the latter expression for cooling in a
semi-analytic model with disc structure can successfully reproduce
the properties of local galaxies, including the relation between the
total mass and specific angular momentum of stellar discs (Stevens
et al. 2016). Of course, disc instabilities and feedback will regulate
the structure of a galaxy (as a function of either specific angular
momentum and radius), so the manner in which gas cools does
MNRAS 467, 2066–2084 (2017)

not provide a complete picture by itself. An assessment of the
importance of details surrounding cooling versus internal regulatory
processes in accurately describing galaxy evolution with respect to
observations would serve as a useful follow-up study to this work.

6 S U M M A RY
We have studied the hot mode of accretion of gas on to galaxies
in the EAGLE simulations. As detailed in Section 2.3, we selected
systems where a sufficient number of gas particles cooled between
snapshots in order to learn about the state of haloes undergoing
cooling and the galaxies they host. Our findings presented in this
paper can be summarized as follows.
(i) The temperature of hot gas in haloes is within a factor of 2
of the virial temperature across all radii (Section 3.1). The gradient of the temperature profiles steepens with time, due in part to
stellar feedback. As centres become hotter, they become less dense,
leading to shallower density gradients and the formation of a core
in the hot gas (Section 3.2). The hot-gas density profiles are well
approximated by a β profile. We have parametrized this as a simple
function of redshift (equation 6), which can easily be adopted by
semi-analytic models.
(ii) Using the precise density, temperature and metallicity profiles of hot gas in the EAGLE haloes leads to different (and more
varied) cooling time profiles from those one would obtain assuming
a singular isothermal sphere or β profile for a halo with the same
total mass content, net metallicity and virial temperature. At low
redshift, these profiles are shallower, leading to cooling radii that
are systematically smaller (and, again, more varied), which would
translate into lower cooling rates under the model of White & Frenk
(1991).
(iii) The density profiles of cooling gas remain nearly unchanged
with time, irrespective of the underlying hot gas (Section 3.1).
While perhaps most alike an exponential, the density profiles
of cooling gas are consistent with a singular isothermal sphere
(Section 3.2). So long as models only require cooling gas to look
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like it is coming from an isothermal sphere, this seems to be a
reasonable approximation.
(iv) Outflows from AGN feedback appear to help regulate the
temperature profiles of cooling gas (Section 3.1). These become
lower and shallower in the centres of haloes over time in response
to the decrease in hot-gas density there, which minimizes the opportunity for cooling.
(v) Over the course of cooling, gas loses approximately
60 per cent of its specific angular momentum, on average
(Section 4.1). This value is comparable to losses quoted during
reports of the ‘angular-momentum catastrophe’, yet the galaxies in
EAGLE are far from catastrophic. We find a weak tendency for gas
cooling on to rotationally supported galaxies to lose a lesser fraction
of its specific angular momentum.
(vi) Gas in the process of cooling typically begins with a specific
angular momentum several times greater than that of the halo. Its
magnitude is largely consistent with the hot gas as a whole, but
the spin direction is offset from the rest of the hot gas by tens of
degrees (Section 4.2). Interestingly, the inner hot gas of the halo
is even less well aligned with the cooling gas, despite the cooling
gas predominantly originating from the inner halo (cf. Sections 3.2
and 4.2). As gas cools, it precesses to become well aligned with the
preexisting gas disc.
(vii) Recently cooled gas is well approximated by an exponential
surface density profile as a function of radius (Section 5.1), with the
exception of a central cusp, which contains ∼20 per cent of the total
cooled mass. In general, this is more precise than an exponential
as a function of specific angular momentum (Section 5.2). Because
the cooled gas tends to have a higher specific angular momentum
than that of the halo, the best-fitting scaleradius for these surface
density profiles is typically larger than expected from the standard
model of disc formation (Fall & Efstathiou 1980; Mo et al. 1998).
This radius is still strongly tied to the spin parameter of a halo, for
which we provide a new expression (cf. equations 19 and 20).
Our results suggest that some of the assumptions surrounding
the cooling of hot gas in (semi-)analytic galaxy formation models
should be revised. While the parameters of models are often tuned
to match the properties of galaxies in the local Universe, by altering
the prescriptions surrounding cooling, the star formation histories
and higher redshift properties of these galaxies will change. This
could, therefore, be fruitful in the quest for developing a model of
galaxy evolution that can simultaneously explain the high-redshift
Universe and low-redshift Universe.
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